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Periodic structures generated in a cloud of cold atoms

D. V. Strekalov,* Andrey Turlapov, A. Kumarakrishnan,† and Tycho Sleator‡
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We have demonstrated a method of generation and real-time detection of nanostructures in a cold Rb cloud.
These structures, which are periodic gratings of atomic density, appear as a result of interference of atoms
diffracted by pulses of an optical standing wave of wavelengthl. We have detected structures of periodl/2
andl/4. Calculations indicate that these density gratings have periodl/2N for integerN. While the structures
with the periodl/2 are easily detected by Bragg scattering of an optical probe beam, the shorter-period
structures are not. For their detection we have developed a three-pulse echo method, in which the shorter-
period gratings get converted into the structures with periodl/2, readily detected in real time. Applications
related to lithography are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atom interferometry@1,2# is a new and rapidly develop
ing area of physics. Over the last several years, interferom
ric techniques have been used for new and precise mea
ments of the earth’s gravitational accelerationg @3–5#, the
gradient ofg @6#, \/mCs ~wheremCs is the mass of the ce
sium atom! @7,8#, refractive index for matter waves in a ga
@9#, and frequencies of slow rotations@10,11#. In this work,
we utilize techniques of atom interferometry and atom op
for creating small-scale periodic structures in a cloud
laser-cooled atoms. Our technique is readily applicable
atom beam lithography.

So far, several groups have demonstrated atom litho
phy using a single optical standing wave for manipulatio
on an atomic beam. Atomic structures of periodl/2 @12–15#
andl/4 @16# have been deposited onto a substrate, wherl
is the optical wavelength. To form these sub-l structures,
atoms were focused into the minima of the potential crea
by the optical standing wave, which is set up perpendicu
to the atomic beam. Earlier, Mossberget al. @17# suggested
that a grating of atomicinversion, having periodl/2N for
integerN, can be created using the effect of the grating ec
they discovered. Mossberget al. observed al/2 inversion
grating in sodium vapor.

We report a method for creating modulation of the to
atomicdensitywith periodl/2N. In our experiments, which
were performed in the time domain, a cloud of cold R
bidium atoms was irradiated by a sequence of opt
standing-wave pulses. These standing-wave pulses dif
the atoms into a superposition of momentum states diffe
by 2\k ~twice the photon momentum!. At certain times,
atomic states with momenta that differ by 2N\k coherently
interfere, resulting in a density modulation~interference
fringes! with periodl/2N. This resulting density modulation
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can be considered a type ofphoton echo@18,19#. Conceptu-
ally, our time-domain experiment is close to the spa
domain experiment suggested by Dubetskyet al. @20#, in
which an atomic beam passes through several zones of a
light interaction and each zone is analogous to a light pu
in our experiment.

Unlike the work of Mossberget al., we only manipulate
atoms in the ground state and thus, the duration of our
periment is not limited by the lifetime of the atomic excite
states. This allows us to explore the fundamental issue
matter-wave interference by carrying out the experim
over the times longer than the Talbot time@21#, during which
the phase associated with the energy transfer between
atom and the field becomes important.

The techniques discussed here may have direct app
tion towards lithography. Periodic structures with periods
small fraction of an optical wavelength deposited on a s
strate may serve as reflective diffraction gratings for ult
violet and soft x-ray radiation. Our method will be good f
this application because the density modulations we cre
are almost purely sinusoidal resulting in more efficient d
fraction into fewer orders. In addition, because our techniq
is based on coherent light fields, the coherence length of
deposited structures would be very large. Another feature
this technique applied to atom lithography is that no sub
coil collimation of the atoms being deposited is needed~i.e.,
the atomic momentum distribution does not have to be n
rower than 2\k). Using an uncollimated beam allows
larger flux of atoms and a correspondingly shorter deposi
time.

As a first step, we formed and detected in real-time gr
ings of periodsl/2 andl/4. We plan to employ our tech
nique for the formation of gratings with periodsl/6, l/8,
etc., and to apply it to lithography with an atomic beam.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives
qualitative description of the experiment and explains
underlying physics; in Sec. III, the experimental apparatu
described; in Sec. IV, we discuss our experimental resu
and Sec. IV presents a detailed theory of atomic density g
ings generated by standing-wave pulses in a cold ato
cloud.
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II. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

A sketch of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A cloud
;100-mK 85Rb atoms, prepared by laser-cooling techniqu
is illuminated by three short pulses@Fig. 1~a!# of an off-
resonant optical standing wave~SW! composed of two plane
waves with identical polarizations traveling in opposite
rections,k1 andk2 (k152k2[k).

For short times after a pulse~much less than the Talbo
time!, the effect of the standing wave is to focus the ato
towards the nodes~or antinodes! by the optical dipole force.
For longer times after the pulse, the atomic motion must
treated quantum mechanically, and it is convenient to th
of the standing-wave pulses as diffraction gratings for ato
de Broglie waves. We can describe the initial state of
atomic cloud as an incoherent mixture of atomic moment
states. To understand the effect of the pulse sequence o
atomic cloud, we may first compute the effect on an init
momentum stateup0& and then sum the result over the m
mentum distribution of the atomic cloud. The effect of
standing-wave pulse on the initial stateup0& is to create a
superposition of momentum states that differ fromp0 by
multiples of the photon momentum difference\(k22k1)
52\k[\q. This momentum exchange is a result of tw
photon processes that bring the atomic internal ground s
back to itself via a virtual excited state. The effect of the fi
pulse can therefore be expressed as

up0& →
Pulse

uc~ t501 !&5 (
n152`

1`

cn1
up01n1\q&, ~1!

where the amplitudescn1
depend on the pulse area.

Immediately after the pulse, there is no atomic dens
modulation because the pulse is assumed to be sufficie
short so that the atoms do not have time to move during
pulse~this is the Raman-Nath approximation@22#!. Although
not obvious from Eq.~1!, the wave function immediately
after the pulse is modulated inphasewith period l/2 @see
Sec. V, particularly Eq.~7!#.

Owing to the dispersion of de Broglie waves in fre
space, the phase modulation immediately after the first p

FIG. 1. Sketch of experiment:~a! A cloud of cold Rb atoms is
illuminated by short pulses of a standing wave made of two co
terpropagating waves of the same polarization;~b! to detectl/2
grating in the cloud, we switch on a weak field in the modek2,
which is coherently scattered into the modek1 by the density grat-
ing.
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evolves into a density modulation~again, of periodl/2). Up
to an overall phase, the stateuc(t501)& changes in time as

uc~ t !&5 (
n152`

1`

cn1
e2 in1

2vqt2 in1v0•qt up01n1\q&, ~2!

where v05p0 /matom is the initial velocity of the atom,
n1v0•qt is the Doppler phase,vq5\q2/2matom is the recoil
frequency, andn1

2vqt is the recoil phase.~A stationary atom
gains an energy of\vq in a two-photon recoil.! The recoil
frequencyvq determines the time scale where quantum
fects become significant. We define the Talbot timeTq
52p/vq.64 ms for the Rb atoms in our experiment.

The atomic densityrv0
(x,t) from the initial momentum

state up0& can be computed from Eq.~2! by rv0
(x,t)

5u^c(t)ux&u2. The total density is obtained by summin
rv0

(x,t) over the distribution of initial velocitiesv0. The
modulation in the atomic density is due to the coheren
between different momentum states. When summing o
the initial velocity v0, this coherence is lost for sufficientl
large time because the Doppler phases differ for differ
velocities. It can be seen from Eq.~2! that the time scale for
this dephasing is of the order of 1/uq for a typical velocity
spreadu. In our experiments, this time is much less than t
Talbot time.

After a single pulse, the overall period of the resultin
atomic density modulation isl/2. This modulation can be
detected by switching on a weak readout field in the mo
kreadout5k2, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The atomic grating will
backscatter the light into the modek1 because of the phase
matching conditionk15kreadout2q. In our experiments, we
measure the amplitude and phase of the backscattered fi

Although the period of the atomic density modulation
l/2, the density distribution also contains higher spatial h
monics (l/4, l/6, etc.! because an atom could have receiv
more than one recoil\q from the standing-wave field. The
goal of our experiment is to remove the lower spatial h
monics in the atomic density and end up with structu
whose period is some integral fraction ofl/2. To achieve this
goal, we rely on two phenomena:~i! the initial structure we
created vanishes due to the thermal motion of atoms on
time scalel/2u.0.5 ms, whereu is the thermal velocity
spread of the atomic cloud;~ii ! by appropriate use of photo
echoes, we can select out various spatial harmonics of
atomic density.

We now consider the effect on the atomic density of tw
standing-wave pulses separated by a timeT2. The behavior
of the system can be clarified by use of a Doppler ph
diagram@23#, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This diagram plots the
velocity-dependent phase of the atomic amplitudes that re
from a sequence of optical pulses on an initial atomic st
with velocity v0. As shown in Eq.~2!, the first standing-wave
pulse ~SW1! produces a superposition of momentum sta
that differ from the initial momentum by multiples of\q.
The amplitude of each of these states has a veloc
dependent phasen1v0•qt that increases linearly in time an
is proportional to the number of recoilsn1. As the lines sepa-
rate, the phase difference between interfering amplitudes

-
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PERIODIC STRUCTURES GENERATED IN A CLOUD OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 023601 ~2002!
pends on the initial atomic velocity, and any density grat
produced is washed out in time 1/qu due to the spread in
initial velocity. The second pulse~SW2! applied at timet
5T2 relative to the onset of SW1 (T2;0.1–1 ms) further
splits each of the amplitudes arising from the first pulse i
a set of amplitudes. Crossing lines on this diagram repre
the condition when the interference between states of dif
ent momentum does not depend on the atomic velocity, a
coherent atomic grating is produced. We refer to this revi
of the initial modulation of the cloud as apopulation grating
echo. The difference in slope between interfering amplitud
gives the periodicity of the resulting grating. For examp
the solid thick lines in Fig. 2~a! represent interfering ampli
tudes that contribute to an echo at timet52T2. In this case
the momentum state labeledn1511 receives a momentum
kick of 22\q from SW2 and crosses the momentum st
n150 at time 2T. Because the difference in momentum b
tween the interfering states is\q, the periodicity of the re-
sulting grating isl/2. To compute the atomic density at 2T2
~or at any other echo time!, one has to sum the contribution
of all the interfering amplitudes that cross at this time.

Figure 2~a! is also referred to as a recoil diagram. Accor
ing to the ‘‘billiard-ball echo model’’@19#, one can conside
the initial state of the system as a wave-packet whose
mentum spread is that of the entire gas. The laser pulse s

FIG. 2. Doppler phase diagram~or recoil diagram! for a two-
pulse population grating echo experiment.n1 is the number of two-
photon recoils following the first pulse.~a! Possible trajectories o
atomic amplitudes subject to two standing-wave pulses SW1
SW2 ~which are assumed to be short, and whose duration is
resolved in the plot!. By solid lines, we have designated trajectori
considered in part~b!. The amplitude shown by the dashed traje
tory produces al/4 period atomic grating att5 3

2 T2. Solid dots at
t5 4

3 T2 , t5 5
3 T2, and t5 7

3 T2 show the instants when a grating o
periodl/6 forms. ~b! Billiard-ball model showing the interferenc
of two wave packets that restore the initiall/2 modulation. Around
time t52T2, the experimental signal is shown.
02360
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this wave packet into separate wave packets, which t
separate over time as a result of the recoil momentum th
wave packets receive from the light field. In Fig. 2~b!, which
shows this idea more graphically, we display the positions
only two wave packets that have received zero and one
coil, respectively. When these two wave packets are clo
than the coherence length~thermal de Broglie wavelength!,
they interfere, and we observe modulation in the cloud. Af
their separation becomes larger, the modulation washes
The second pulse creates a wave packet from then1511
wave packet that propagates back toward then150 wave
packet and overlaps it at time 2T2, producing a density grat
ing in the vicinity of the time 2T2.

We can detect the restored modulation by means of s
tering a weak readout wave. The amplitude of the sig
backscattered aroundt52T2 is shown in Fig. 2~b! @see also
Fig. 6#. At exactly t52T2 this signal is zero~no scattering!
because the density is uniform at this instant~as in the situ-
ation immediately after the first pulse—see Sec. V!.

The structure of periodl/2 appearing aroundt52T2 has
been studied in Ref.@24#. The focus of this paper is on pro
ducing density modulations of smaller period. Such gratin
will form in response to two pulses at times other than in
ger multiples ofT2. An example of this is shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 2~a!. This line is formed by the amplitude
that picked up momentum\q from the first pulse~labeled
n151) receiving a momentum kick from the second pulse
23\q ~as opposed to22\q for the echo that occurs att
52T2). This line crosses the horizontal axis, which rep
sents an amplitude with initial momentump0, at t
5(3/2)T2 with a slope of22\q, resulting in a grating with
a period ofl/4 because~i! the difference in momenta of th
interfering amplitudes is 2\q54\k, and ~ii ! no amplitudes
with momentum difference of\q interfere at this time and
therefore the density harmonic of periodl/2 is absent. In a
similar fashion we expect to get a periodicity ofl/6 around
t5(4/3)T2 because the minimum difference between t
momenta of interfering states is 3\q. Around t5 5

4 T2, we
have a grating of periodl/8 and so on.

The structures of period smaller thanl/2 do not scatter
the wavek2. We detect these structures indirectly by app
ing the third standing-wave pulse~SW3! at t5T3 whose ef-
fect is displayed in Fig. 3. SW3 converts interfering amp
tudes with a large difference in momentum recoils~which are
capable of producing gratings of period smaller thanl/2)
into amplitudes that differ by only one recoil, and therefo
produce a structure withl/2 period that can be detected d
rectly. The thick lines in Fig. 3 show an example of a grati
of periodl/4 at time 3T/2 that is converted by SW3 into
l/2 grating that appears at a later time. Listed also in t
figure ~in rectangular boxes! is the difference in momentum
in numbers of recoils~symbolized by integersN1 , N2, and
N3) after each pulse for the amplitudes represented by
thick lines. The signal from thisl/2 structure~the echo!
contains information about the previously existing smal
period density gratings. The properties of the three-pu
echo shown in Fig. 3 depend on the coherence between s
differing by a particular value ofN. The existence of this

d
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STREKALOV, TURLAPOV, KUMARAKRISHNAN, AND SLEATOR PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 023601 ~2002!
echo is direct evidence of the existence of this coheren
and in addition, gives information about the size of this c
herence. While the three-pulse echo signal is not a di
indicator of the existence of the higher-order echo~it can
even occur before the higher echo occurs as in the case o
‘‘slow’’ echo described later!, it indicates the presence of th
coherences that result in the higher-order echo. Measurem
of the three-pulse signal as a function of various parame
~e.g., time between pulses! and comparison of the results t
the detailed theory~developed in Sec. V! allows one to ob-
tain specific information, such as contrast, about the hi
order echo.

The Doppler phase diagrams representing the echoes
occur as a result of a sequence of pulses can be simplifie
realizing that the time a given echo occurs is uniquely de
mined by the momentum difference in interfering amplitud
after each of the standing-wave pulses. A plot of the Dopp
phasedifferencebetween pairs of interfering amplitudes pr
duces a significantly simpler diagram that clearly indica
the relationship between the values ofNj , the pulse times
Tj , and the time of the echo. Figure 4~a! shows such a dia
gram representing the equivalent situation as the thick li
in Fig. 3. In this diagram, the slope of the Doppler pha
difference is proportional to the value ofNj , and an echo
occurs with spatial periodl/(2Nj ) when the Doppler phas
difference crosses zero with slope corresponding to mom
tum differenceNj\q.

In our experiment, we have observed three kinds of ec
distinguished experimentally by the different dependence
the echo time on the onset times of the SW pulses. Figu
shows the phase diagrams that lead to each of these ec
The atoms as displayed in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! would have
produced al/4 grating att5 3

2 T2 if SW3 were not applied.
We shall call the echoes, described in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the
‘‘fast’’ and the ‘‘slow’’ echo, respectively. These echoes a
named because of the different dependence oftecho on the

FIG. 3. Doppler phase diagram showing detection of high
order gratings for a particular onset time of SW3:T351.8T2. The
third standing-wave pulse~SW3! converts amplitude difference
that produce a higher-order structure into the ones that give a s
ture of periodl/2, detectable directly. TheN1 , N2, andN3 refer to
differences in momentum of interfering amplitudes in units of\q.
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onset of SW3. The times when the echoes occur are

t fast
echo523T213T3 , ~3a!

tslow
echo53T22T3 . ~3b!

From these equations it is clear that whenT3 is changed,
t fast
echo changes three times more thantslow

echo.
We also studied another kind of echo that we call t

‘‘stimulated’’ echo in analogy to the stimulated photon ec
@25# @see the diagram in Fig. 4~c!#. In contrast to the slow
and the fast echo, the stimulated echo does not involve
formation of structures smaller thanl/2. That is, it does not
involve coherences between atomic amplitudes withuNj u
.1, and no higher-order atomic grating would form if th
third pulse were not applied. It is still a three-pulse ech
however, in that it does not exist if one of the pulses is n
applied. The stimulated echo can be observed at

tstim
echo5T21T3 . ~4!

We note that the echo phenomenon itself—that is,
rephasing of the atomic density gratings at various e
times—does not depend on the quantization of the ato
center of mass. For example, a gas of classical particles
ject to a sequence of transmission gratings~array of thin
slits! would result in the rephasing of gratings of vario
periodicities at the same echo times as for the experim
discussed in this paper@21,26,27#. The size~or contrast! of
the gratings produced, on the other hand, depends spe
cally on the mechanism that produces these gratings. Fo

-

c-

FIG. 4. Phase diagrams for~a! fast echo,~b! slow echo, and~c!
stimulated echo.
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PERIODIC STRUCTURES GENERATED IN A CLOUD OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 023601 ~2002!
system discussed in this paper, this size depends strong
the recoil phase of the various amplitudes contributing to
echo, and therefore depends in a critical way on the quan
nature of the center-of-mass motion. As shown in Secs.
and V, the size of the echo signal~which is proportional to
the grating contrast! as a function of the onset time of th
standing-wave pulses is strongly modulated at multiples
the recoil frequencyvq . This modulation is closely relate
to the atomic Talbot effect@28,29#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is similar to the interferometer
Cahnet al. @24# and is shown in Fig. 5. Our experiment
repeated every 100 ms. Each duty cycle consists of a t
ping and cooling period~88 ms! and an experimental perio
~within the next 12 ms!. During the trapping and cooling
period we prepare a cold atomic sample for the interfero
eter. This is done in two steps. During the first 80 ms,
cool and trap85Rb in the vapor-cell magneto-optical tra
@30#. The trapping laser is detuned by 3G from the transition
5S1/2(F52)→5P3/2(F854), whereG is the natural line-
width of the excited level. Then we turn off the trappin
magnetic field, detune the laser up to 6G to the red of the
resonance, and further cool atoms in optical molasses
polarization gradient cooling@31,32# for 7.9 ms. As a result,
we get a cloud of atoms at 105mK. For trapping and cool-
ing we use a diode laser system that is independent
Ti:sapphire laser used to produce beamsk1 andk2.

The beginning of the experimental cycle~0.1 ms after the

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental set
M5mirror, B5beam splitter, PD5photodiode, AOM5acousto-
optic modulator,l/25half-wave plate,l/45quarter-wave plate, L
5 lens, PBS5polarizing beam splitter, and‹5mixer. f 5c/l
53.831014 Hz is the laser frequency.
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molasses beams are switched off! is referred to as timet
50. At t50, t5T2, and t5T3 three off-resonant standing
wave pulses~SW1, SW2, and SW3! are applied with pulse
durations of 50 ns. The pulses are 434 MHz (.80 excited-
state linewidths! blue shifted from the closest transitio
5S1/2(F53)→5P3/2(F854) of 85Rb. This large detuning
allows us to minimize the effects of spontaneous emiss
~we estimate that less than 1% of the atoms spontaneo
emit during each pulse!. The SW pulses are composed of tw
counterpropagating traveling wavesk1 and k2, switched on
and off independently by two acousto-optic modulato
~AOM!. The AOMs are driven by a common 220-MHz
oscillator. The density grating of the atomic cloud is prob
by switching on only the traveling wave alongk2 and mea-
suring the~complex! amplitude of the wave backscattere
along k1. For the SW pulses, the power in eachk1 and k2
beam is 115 mW and the intensity is approximate
460 mW/cm2, while the intensity of the probe beam is 1
times smaller. Typical pulse areas@see Eq.~7!# used in our
experiments ranged from about 1.5 to 2.

The scattered wave is detected by beating it with an o
cal local oscillator in a balanced heterodyne arrangem
The optical local oscillator is the beam passing undiffrac
through the AOM used to switch thek1 beam. The echo bea
signal ~at 220 MHz! obtained from the heterodyne arrang
ment is mixed down to dc in a quadrature demodulator. T
two outputs of the demodulator are the real and imagin
part of the scattered light amplitude.

To compensate for drifts in the phase between repetiti
of the experiment~due, for example, to motion of the mir
rors!, the following phase stabilization scheme was us
@33#. Before each repetition of the experiment a weak rf s
nal was applied to thek1 AOM, resulting in a weak optical
signal along thek1 direction. A feedback loop was used t
adjust the phase of the rf signal until the output of one ch
nel of the demodulated beat signal between thek1 beam and
the optical local oscillator was reduced to zero. This ph
was then held fixed during the subsequent pulse sequ
leading to the echo signal. Therefore, the real and imagin
parts of the complex echo signal represent the componen
the signal field in phase and in quadrature with the appliedk1
field, respectively~note that thek1 field is off during the
detection!. Any phase drift during a single repetition of th
experiment was minimized by directing the optical local o
cillator and thek1 beam through the same set of optics~see
Fig. 5!.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 6, we have plotted a typical echo signal from t
experiment. The amplitude of the scattered light is plotted
a function of the timeDt relative to the calculated echo tim
techo. The dots are the experimental data and the curve is
to the theoretical prediction~17!, which will be derived later.
Though we measure both real and imaginary part of
electric-field amplitude, only one trace is displayed in Fig.
This is because the real and imaginary parts of the data
proportional to each other, and a time-independent rotatio
the complex plane during the data analysis can be use

.
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STREKALOV, TURLAPOV, KUMARAKRISHNAN, AND SLEATOR PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 023601 ~2002!
reduce one component of the signal to nearly zero. Figu
shows only the nonzero component of the rotated signa
negative value ofE in Fig. 6 ~occurring at timesDt,0)
corresponds to a grating that is shifted by half a grating
riod from a grating that produces a positive value ofE ~oc-
curring at timesDt.0 in Fig. 6!.

One may see in Fig. 6 that no light is scattered from

FIG. 6. A typical echo signal: the amplitude of the backscatte
light vs timeDt[t2techo. Dots are the data, and the curve is the
to the theory@Eq. ~17!#.

FIG. 7. Data showing the backscattered echo signals vs time~a!
T2580 ms andT3592 ms. On this trace, the slow echo, the tw
pulse echo from SW1 and SW2, and the stimulated echo are
played. While the echoes on the left and right require all th
standing-wave pulses for their generation, the echo in the mid
needs only SW1 and SW2.~b! T2580 ms andT35148 ms. This
trace displays the fast echo, the two-pulse echo from SW2
SW3, and the stimulated echo. The echo in the middle requires
SW2 and SW3 for its generation. Recoil diagrams for the slow, f
and stimulated echoes are shown in Fig. 4.
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atomic cloud at timeDt50. This is because there is n
modulation in density at this instant. It is a remarkable fa
that for any sequence of standing-wave pulses, the mod
tion in atomic density is zero at exactly the echo times. T
is due to cancellation of the recoil phases of the amplitu
contributing to the echo signal at the same instant that
Doppler phases cancel. See Sec. V for further discussio
this point. The amplitude of the scattered light increases
mediately after the pointDt50 as the density grating forms
and then drops off because of the thermal motion of
atoms. The opposite order of evolution is seen when the t
is approaching the instantDt50. The temporal width of the
signal is an accurate measure of temperature, which
found to beT5105 mK, corresponding to the thermal ve
locity u514 cm/s (u5A2kBT/matom). In general, one can
extract the entire velocity distribution~projected along the
direction ofq) from the shape of the echo signal.

At certain onset times of the pulses, echoes of differ
kinds appear close enough to each other that one can
them on the same trace on the oscilloscope. Two such tr
are displayed in Fig. 7. The slow and the stimulated ech
are plotted in Fig. 7~a! ~the echo in the middle is the two
pulse echo from SW1 and SW2, it remains there if SW3
not applied!; the fast and the stimulated echo are displayed
Fig. 7~b! ~again the echo in the middle is a two-pulse ech
now from SW2 and SW3!.

In our experiments, we fixed the onset times of SW1 a
SW2 and varied the time at which SW3 is applied. Figure
shows the dependence of the echo time on the onset tim
the third pulse: Both the data and the theoretical predicti
of Eqs.~3! and~4! are plotted. It is interesting to see in Fig
8 that the slow echo moves backwards with increasingT3,
while the times when the fast and the stimulated echo oc
increase. The positions of the two traces of Fig. 7 are sho
by two vertical segments.

An important parameter that determines contrast of

d

is-
e
le

d
ly
t,

FIG. 8. The echo time vs the onset of the third pulse. Both
echo time and the position of the third pulse are normalized toT2.
Dots are the data and the lines are the theory@Eqs.~3! and~4!#. For
the slow and fast echo,T2 was fixed at 80ms; for the stimulated
echo,T2535 ms. The two vertical segments atT3 /T251.15 and at
T3 /T251.85 show the time intervals covered by the traces
Fig. 7.
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fabricated structures and the size of the echo signal is
recoil phase. To see the influence of the recoil phase on
echo signal, we measured the dependence of the echo p
to-peak size on the onset time of SW3 (T3), keeping the
onset time of SW2 (T2) constant. Figure 9 shows this depe
dence for the slow and fast echo. The dots are the exp
mental data and the curve is the theory@based on Eq.~24!#.
Each point on this graph is a result of a separate experim
in which a trace similar to the one of Fig. 6 is observed a
the echo peak-to-peak size entered into the graph of Fig
One may see that the echo size oscillates on the time sca
p/vq.32 ms. By a proper choice of the recoil phase, o
may achieve maximum visibility in the desired period
structure.

In addition to the oscillations in the echo size as a fu
tion of the pulse timesTj , we find that there is an overa
decay of the size of the echo as the echo timetechoincreases.
We have measured echo lifetimes~the value oftecho where
the echo signal ise21 its maximum size! as long as 2.0 ms
In principle, the echo lifetime should be determined only
how long the atoms remain in the interaction region, and
the parameters of our experiment, we estimate this time t
on the order of 10 ms. The reason for this discrepancy
not been unambiguously determined. The echo lifetime
the data in Fig. 9 was about 300ms, which we found to be
due to a small amount of resonant light that was conti
ously irradiating the atoms during the experiment.

We note here that one would expect a large numbe
different three-pulse echos, corresponding to different val
of N1 andN2 ~see Fig. 4!. In addition to the echos shown i
Fig. 4, we have observed a three-pulse echo correspondin
the formation of al/6 grating at timet5(4/3)T. Other echos
should be easily observed with our apparatus by using
results of Sec. V to determine the optimum parameters f

FIG. 9. Amplitude of the slow and fast echo vs onset time of
third standing-wave pulse,T3, with T2 fixed at 80 ms. The oscilla-
tions in the signal amplitude are composed of harmonics of 2vq .
When T3 goes over the pointT351.5T2, we stop seeing the slow
echo and see, instead, the fast echo. Dots are experimental p
and the solid line is a fit based on Eq.~24! multiplied by a phenom-
enological decay factor exp@2(techo/320 ms)2#.
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given echo. Up till now, however, no systematic search
been carried out.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Periodic structures in a gas of two-level atoms

So far the underlying physics has been described qua
tively. We now study quantitatively the effect of a sequen
of standing-wave pulses on a sample of cold atoms. In
section, we shall study the formation of periodic structures
a gas of two-level atoms. In fact, the experiment has b
done in a gas of85Rb atoms whose ground and excited sta
have a hyperfine structure. Our theoretical results will
generalized to multilevel atoms in Sec. V B.

For the purpose of quantitative analysis, we model the
of atoms as an incoherent Maxwell-Boltzmann mixture
plane waves. We carry out the calculation by first comput
the signal for a well-defined initial momentump05mv0
5\q0 and then summing the signal over the initial atom
momentum distribution. We assume that the detuningD
[v laser2veg is sufficiently large so that the atom alway
remains in the ground state and spontaneous emission ca
neglected. The Rabi frequency will be defined via the~real!
electric-field amplitudeE0 and polarizations of traveling
waves forming the standing-wave field:

\x[u2deg•sE0u, ~5!

wheredeg is the dipole matrix element connecting the e
cited and the ground state.

Under the above conditions, the ground state of an a
placed into a standing-wave field shifts@22,34# up to a con-
stant term as

V~x,t !5\V~ t !cos~q•x!, ~6!

where V(t)5@x(t)#2/(2D) is the two-photon Rabi fre-
quency. This spatially varying energy shift determines
motion of the atoms.

To see the effect of the first standing-wave pulse on
initial atomic plane wave exp(iq0•x) and find the wave func-
tion after the pulse,c(x,t501), we apply time evolution
operator exp@2i*Ĥ(t)dt/\#. During the pulse, we neglect th
kinetic-energy termp̂2/2m in the Hamiltonian~Raman-Nath
approximation@22#!. This approximation, which is based o
the assumption that the atoms do not move during the in
action is valid whenqut!1, vqt!1, andAvqV t!1 for
pulse durationt. Therefore, during the pulse,Ĥ(t)5V(x,t),
and the wave function after the first pulse is

cv0
~x,t501 !5eiu1cos(q"x)eiq0•x, ~7!

whereu j52*V(t)dt is the pulse area. As it is seen from
Eq. ~7!, the pulse does not alter the density distributi
(ucv0

(x,01)u251) but imposes a periodic phase modulati

of period l/2. A Fourier transform shows that Eq.~7! is a
superposition of partial plane waves whose momenta di
by the multiples of the recoil momentum\q:

e

ints
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cv0
~x,t501 !5 (

n152`

1`

i n1Jn1
~u1!ei (q01n1q)•x, ~8!

whereJn1
is a Bessel function of the first kind.

Between pulses, the evolution of the atomic state is de
mined by the free particle HamiltonianĤ5p̂2/2matom. Up to
an overall phase~which is unimportant for interference! the
wave function is

cv0
~x,t !5 (

n152`

1`

i n1Jn1
~u1!e2 in1v0•qt2 in1

2vqtei (q01n1q)•x.

~9!

Equations~8! and~9! are essentially the same as Eqs.~1! and
~2!, but written in a different representation. The Dopp
phasen1v0•qt is responsible for rapid loss of coherence b
tween classes of atoms with different initial velocities. T
recoil phasen1

2vqt varies much more slowly.
To see the effect of a sequence ofL short standing-wave

pulses on an atom plane wave, one should apply a sequ
of time evolution operators: exp@iuj cos(q•x)#
5(nj

i njJnj
(u j )e

in jq•x for each (j th! pulse with onset time

Tj , and exp@2ip̂2(t2Tj )/2\matom# for the interval of free
evolution before the next pulse or the detection. Each pu
splits partial waves as the first pulse splits the initial state
some timet after L pulses, the wave function is

cv0
~x,t !5 (

n1 . . . nL52`

1`

i n11•••1nLJn1
~u1!•••JnL

~uL!

3exp$2 iv0•q@n1~T22T1!1~n11n2!~T32T2!

1•••1~n11•••1nL21!~TL2TL21!

1~n11•••1nL!~ t2TL!#%

3exp$2 ivq@n1
2~T22T1!1~n11n2!2~T32T2!

1•••1~n11•••1nL21!2~TL2TL21!

1~n11•••1nL!2~ t2TL!#%ei [q01(n11•••1nL)q] •x.

~10!

To find the density of atoms corresponding to the abo
wave function, we averageucv0

(x,t)u2 over the initial veloc-

ity distribution f (v0). We write the resulting density as Fou
rier series

r~x,t !5 (
NL52`

1`

rNL
~ t !eiNLq•x, ~11!

where theNLth Fourier harmonic is built up by interferin
matter waves whose momenta differ byNL recoils ~that is,
NL\q). The amplitude of theNLth Fourier harmonic of den
sity is @35#
02360
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rNL
~ t !5 (

N1•••NL2152`

1`

^e2 iv0•qNL(t2tN
echo)& f

3JN1
„2u1 sinw1

rec~ t !…

3)
j 52

L

JNj 2Nj 21
„2u jsinw j

rec~ t !…, ~12!

where ^•••& f designates averaging over the initial veloci
distribution, the time

tN
echo5TL2

1

NL
(
j 51

L21

Nj~Tj 112Tj ! ~13!

is the echo time for a given value ofN[$N1 , . . . ,NL% ~rep-
resented byN in tN

echo), and the phases

w j
rec~ t !5vqFNL~ t2TL!1 (

l 5 j

L21

Nl~Tl 112Tl !G
~ j 51, . . . ,L21!,

wL
rec~ t !5vqNL~ t2TL! ~14!

arise from the recoil phases of interfering waves and
responsible for the slow oscillations of the echo amplitude
a function of pulse timesTj .

It is clear from Eq.~13! that the echo time only depend
on the onset time of the pulses and on the differences
recoil momenta of interfering waves after each pulse. Eq
tions ~3! and ~4!, giving the instant of the slow, fast, an
stimulated echo are particular cases of Eq.~13!.

Because of the thermal velocity spread, the fac

^e2 iv0•qNL(t2tN
echo)& f in Eq. ~12! differs from zero only when

ut2tN
echou<1/NLqu ~Doppler dephasing time!. Thus, we need

to only consider the signal for timest5tN
echo1Dt, where

uDtu<1/NLqu. We have, for a given value ofN, and for the
particular case of a Maxwell velocity distribution,f (v0)
5exp(2v0

2/u2),

rNL
~ t !5e2(NLquDt/2)2JN1

„2u1 sin~NLvqDt !…

3)
j 52

L

JNj 2Nj 21
„2u j sin@w j

rec~ tN
echo1Dt !#…,

~15!

where we have used in the argument ofJN1
the fact that

w1
rec(tN

echo1Dt)5NLvqDt from Eqs.~13! and ~14!. Because
JN1

(0)50 ~for N1Þ0), we arrive at the remarkable resu
that the density modulation is zero at the exact echo tim
Dt50.

Since in our detection scheme onlyl/2 gratings scatter
light effectively, the amplitude of scattered readout light
proportional to the weight of the minus-first Fourier ha
monic of density (NL521):

E}E0r21~ t !, ~16!
1-8
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whereE0 is the amplitude of the readout field. To find th
shape of the observed echo signal, we express the ampl
of this harmonic@r21 given by Eq.~15!# to lowest order in
Dt:

E}A~Dt ! uN1ue2(quDt/2)2. ~17!

In this expression, (Dt) uN1u appears from expandin
JN1

„2u1 sin(NLvqDt)… with NL521 in Eq. ~15!. The form
~17! is consistent with the echo signals shown in Figs. 6 a
7 ~whereN1561). The amplitude of the echoA varies as a
function of theTj on a relatively slow time scale ofp/vq
and is roughly independent ofDt:

A')
j 52

L

JNj 2Nj 21
„2u j sinw j

rec~ tN
echo!…. ~18!

The Tj ’s are assumed to be much larger than 1/qu.
It is clear from Eq.~17! that the echo signal as a functio

of Dt allows one to determineu, which is the velocity spread
of the atomic cloud projected along the direction ofq. For
N151, for example, the maximum of the signal occurs
Dt5qu. Thus, from the shape of the observed signal, we
deduce the temperature of our trapped atoms.

It is interesting to calculate the maximum visibility, o
contrast, of the atomic gratings produced by the techniq
discussed in this paper. For this purpose, we consider a
pulse experiment (L52) with pulses at timesT150 andT2,
and withN1521, andN25N. Equation~13! gives the echo
times t5@11(1/N)#T2 for structures of periodl/(2N) @see
also, Fig. 2~a!#. Inserting these conditions into Eq.~15!
yields

rN~ t !'e2(NquDt/2)2J1„2u1 sin~NvqDt !…

3JN11„2u2 sin~vqT2!…. ~19!

Sincer0 is the total atomic density@see Eq.~11!#, and in the
vicinity of any given echo time, one particular value
N predominates, the visibility of the resulting atom
density— defined asV[(rmax2rmin)/(rmax1rmin), where
rmin (rmax) is the minimum~maximum! of r as a function
of position— is given byV52rN . The maximum visibility
that can be obtained,Vmax, is twice the maximum ofJ1JN11
@see Eq.~19!#. These maximum visibilities for variousN are
listed in Table I. The maximum ofJN11„2u2 sin(vqT2)… can

TABLE I. Maximum visibility Vmax for various values ofN and
the value of the pulse areau2 required to achieve this visibility.

N Vmax ~%! u2

1 57 1.5
2 51 2.1
3 47 2.6
4 44 3.2

10 34 6.4
15 30 9.0
20 28 11.6
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be achieved by settingvqT25p/2 ~or an odd multiple of
p/2), and using values ofu2 given in Table I. The optimum
value ofu1 depends on the Doppler widthqu of the atomic
cloud. One finds roughly that one can approach the ma
mum valueVmax for u1>qu/vq . For the atomic cloud used
in our experiments, Eq.~19! indicates that foru1510, we
can achieve a visibility of 0.54Vmax, u1520 gives 0.80Vmax
and u1530 gives 0.90Vmax. Colder atoms would achieve
such visibilities with smalleru1.

It is worthwhile stressing that Eq.~12! was derived under
the Raman-Nath assumption. This assumption becomes
creasingly difficult to satisfy as the pulse anglesu j get larger.

The results of this section can also be applied to the c
of an atomic beam passing through spatially separated in
action regions. Such a configuration would be necessary
any deposition of atoms onto a surface. As mentioned in
Introduction, since the technique is based on echoes, no
recoil collimation of the atoms being deposited is need
potentially allowing a significantly higher atomic flux com
pared to techniques that require subrecoil collimation~such
as those based on the Talbot effect!. The question arises as t
what degree a spread inlongitudinal velocity one may have
without significantly degrading the contrast of the resulti
structures.

For sufficiently high longitudinal velocityv, one may
substitutez5vt, wherez is the position along the direction
of the atomic beam. Atoms with different longitudinal velo
ity will therefore experience different interaction times wi
the fields resulting in a spread in pulse angles. In additi
the free evolution~fe! time between interaction zones,Tfe
5D/v, whereD is the spacing between zones, depends
atomic velocity. Because the echo time is proportional to
free evolution time between fields, the spatial location of
echo will not depend on velocity. However, an averaging
the signal over longitudinal atomic velocity may reduce t
contrast of the atomic fringes. Numerical calculations for t
two-pulse experiment discussed above indicates that a lo
tudinal velocity spread (vmax/vmin) of up to a factor of 2 will
not significantly degrade the contrast of the resulting den
grating.

B. Generalization for multilevel atoms

Equation~15! expressing the size of the atomic dens
gratings has been derived in the case of two-level atoms.
experiments were performed with Rb atoms, which hav
multilevel structure. By optical pumping before the expe
ment and by use of appropriately polarized laser fields dur
the experiment, Rb can be effectively reduced to a two-le
system. In the experiments described in this paper, howe
no optical pumping was performed. In this section, we sh
how the results of the preceding section can be generalize
the case of a multilevel atom.

There are two aspects to this generalization. One is th
given ground-state sublevel is coupled to more than one
cited state by the standing-wave pulses. The other is th
more than one ground-state sublevel is initially populat
then the total signal is the sum of the contributions from ea
of these sublevels. In the derivation that follows, we assu
1-9
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that all ground-state sublevels contributing to the atom
density have equal populations.

To take into account multiple excited-state levels, one
places Eq.~6! with

Vg~x!5\Vg~ t !cos~q•x!, ~20!

where

Vg5(
e

xeg
2

2Deg
, ~21!

xeg
2 @given by Eq.~5!# is the Rabi frequency for the transitio

between a given ground state~labeledg) and excited state
~labelede), andDeg is the detuning between the laser fie
and the transition frequency betweeng and e. For a given
ground-state sublevelg, one can calculate an atomic dens
rNL

g (t) for that sublevel by Eq.~15!, where the pulse areau j

is replaced byu j
g52*Vg(t)dt.

The total atomic densityr tot is the sum of contribution of
each ground state,

r tot5(
g

rg. ~22!

The signal is obtained by scattering light from eachrg. We
therefore must modify Eq.~16! to account for the differen
couplings of the ground statesg to the light field. We obtain

E}E0(
g,e

r21
g ~deg•s!~deg•ss!

2Deg
, ~23!

wheress is the polarization of the scattered field. The sign
expressed by Eq.~23! still takes the form of Eq.~17!, but A
is replaced by
se

ev

nd

er

m

A.
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wg)
j 52

L

JNj 2Nj 21
„2u j

gsinw j
rec~ tN

echo!…, ~24!

wherewg[(e(deg•s)(deg•ss)/(2Deg). Equation~24! with
appropriate atomic parameters for Rb was used to fit the
in Fig. 9.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have employed a de Broglie wave interferome
technique for generating and detecting density gratings in
atomic cloud. The period of these gratings is an even frac
of the optical wavelengthl. As a first step in exploring this
method, we have observed structures of periodl/2 andl/4
in a sample of;100-mK 85Rb atoms. Thel/2 structures are
observedin situ by scattering of a probe optical beam o
them. The higher-order structures, such as the one with
riod l/4, do not satisfy the phase-matching condition a
thus do not scatter the probe field. To detect them, we de
oped a three-pulse echo technique, which renders al/2N
structure visible in real time by converting it to al/2 struc-
ture that can be interrogated by the scattering of a pr
field. The data collected show good agreement with the
for a variety of experimental conditions and suggest a pro
ising technique for on-line monitoring and control of ato
lithography. We also look forward to extending our techniq
for creating and observing spatial gratings of smaller peri
as well as to using it for atomic beam lithography.
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